The collisionless loss of energetic ions on orbits through the X-region which carried them into the divertor seems to have been first suggested in Ref. 1 and confirmed by Monte Carlo analysis of measured particle and heat fluxes in JET. 2 Collisional loss of ions on banana orbits near the boundary was then explored as a cause for the H-mode transition, 3,4 and direct loss of ions on banana orbits that crossed the separatrix was discussed in Refs. 5-7. A theory was developed 8-10 for the L-H transition based on the bifurcation of the poloidal flow velocity due to the effect of ion orbit loss on viscosity, and later the experimental observation of large rotation velocities in MAST were explained in terms of the torques produced by return currents compensating the ion orbit loss of energetic beam ions. 11, 12 Recently, the intrinsic rotation observed in DIII-D in the absence of an external torque has been explained by ion orbit loss of thermalized ions. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] There is a school of thought which holds that the physics of the edge plasma is determined in large part by ion orbit loss-the free-streaming of ions from inner flux surfaces along drift orbits that cross the last closed flux surface and are lost to the plasma. There are two different basic mechanisms for ion orbit loss in the edge plasma. The most general is the loss of ions on passing or banana-trapped orbits that leave the plasma by drifting outward across the last closed flux surface (as developed, e.g., in Refs. 7 and 13-15 or 18-22). Both thermalized plasma ions and energetic neutral beam ions (and fusion alpha particles) can be lost in this manner. This type of ion orbit loss will be referred to as "ion orbit loss." A second ion orbit loss mechanism ("X-loss," as developed, e.g., in Refs. 23-29) is the ion loss through the X-point in diverted plasmas produced by the fact that ions on orbits that pass near the X-point where the poloidal magnetic field is very small have a very small poloidal displacement in time and are essentially trapped in the poloidal vicinity of the X-point, where they are subject to vertical curvature and grad-B drifts which take them outward across the last closed flux surface and eventually into the divertor. Such ion orbit loss effects could significantly alter the results of most of the ongoing work on edge plasma physics experimental interpretation and prediction, but they are not yet routinely taken into account in such calculations.
The collisionless loss of energetic ions on orbits through the X-region which carried them into the divertor seems to have been first suggested in Ref. 1 and confirmed by Monte Carlo analysis of measured particle and heat fluxes in JET. 2 Collisional loss of ions on banana orbits near the boundary was then explored as a cause for the H-mode transition, 3, 4 and direct loss of ions on banana orbits that crossed the separatrix was discussed in Refs. 5-7. A theory was developed [8] [9] [10] for the L-H transition based on the bifurcation of the poloidal flow velocity due to the effect of ion orbit loss on viscosity, and later the experimental observation of large rotation velocities in MAST were explained in terms of the torques produced by return currents compensating the ion orbit loss of energetic beam ions. 11, 12 Recently, the intrinsic rotation observed in DIII-D in the absence of an external torque has been explained by ion orbit loss of thermalized ions. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] There is a school of thought which holds that the physics of the edge plasma is determined in large part by ion orbit loss-the free-streaming of ions from inner flux surfaces along drift orbits that cross the last closed flux surface and are lost to the plasma. There are two different basic mechanisms for ion orbit loss in the edge plasma. The most general is the loss of ions on passing or banana-trapped orbits that leave the plasma by drifting outward across the last closed flux surface (as developed, e.g., in Refs. 7 and 13-15 or [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Both thermalized plasma ions and energetic neutral beam ions (and fusion alpha particles) can be lost in this manner. This type of ion orbit loss will be referred to as "ion orbit loss." A second ion orbit loss mechanism ("X-loss," as developed, e.g., in Refs. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] is the ion loss through the X-point in diverted plasmas produced by the fact that ions on orbits that pass near the X-point where the poloidal magnetic field is very small have a very small poloidal displacement in time and are essentially trapped in the poloidal vicinity of the X-point, where they are subject to vertical curvature and grad-B drifts which take them outward across the last closed flux surface and eventually into the divertor. Such ion orbit loss effects could significantly alter the results of most of the ongoing work on edge plasma physics experimental interpretation and prediction, but they are not yet routinely taken into account in such calculations.
We have recently developed a model [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] for (i) the calculation of the radially cumulative fractions of ion particles F orb , momentum M orb , and energy E orb in a tokamak plasma flowing outward across an internal flux surface that are on drift orbits that would carry them immediately outward across the last closed flux surface (i.e., be ion orbit lost) and (ii) for the calculation of how these ion orbit losses reduce the corresponding radial particle C, momentum M, and energy Q fluxes that would be calculated in the absence of ion orbit loss from the respective radial particle (continuity), momentum and energy balance equationsĈ
Applications of this theory to the interpretation of edge plasma data from DIII-D 30 yield physically reasonable results, except perhaps just inside the separatrix where F orb and E orb become quite large, indicating the desirability of extending the calculation to take into account the possibility (i) that some ions on orbits which exit the plasma may return into the plasma on those same orbits, (ii) that some ions on orbits that exit the plasma may not cross the last closed flux surface (LCFS) because of scattering, and (iii) that a more accurate calculation of the effect of ion orbit loss would result from directly including the loss in the solution of the continuity and energy balance equations forĈandQ. Theoretically extending the ion orbit loss model of Refs. 18-22 to address these issues is the purpose of this Brief Communication.
Combining the requirements for conservation of canonical angular momentum, energy, and magnetic moment leads to an orbit constraint equation which may be used for the determination of the minimum speed for which an ion at some location on an internal flux surface, w 0 , with initial speed V 0 and direction cosine f 0 with respect to the toroidal magnetic field can execute a drift orbit which passes through some point w LCFS on the LCFS and exit the confined plasma
where f u ¼ jB u =Bj, R is the major radius, / is the electrostatic potential, and w is the flux surface value. Equation (1) is quite general with respect to flux surface geometry representation of R, B, and the flux surfaces w. By specifying an initial "0" location for an ion with initial direction cosine f 0 , and specifying a final location on the last closed flux surface (LCFS) w LCFS , Eq. the minimum ion energy necessary for an ion located on an internal flux surface to cross the last closed flux surface at a given location (or to strike the chamber wall at a given location, etc.). All of the ions at this location with this value of f 0 with speeds greater than this V 0min f 0 ð Þ are able to cross the last closed flux surface.
The probability that an ion would not scatter before crossing the LCFS is R scat noloss V 0 ; f 0 ð Þ¼ expðÀ Ð L 1 0 R l ð ÞdlÞ, where, for an ion with speed V 0 and direction cosine f 0 , L 1 is the length of the ion orbit along l in the plasma between the "launch" point w 0 on the inner flux surface and the point of exit w LCFS into the SOL (scrape off layer), and R l ð Þ ¼ n p;o l ð Þr p:o l ð Þ is the macroscopic cross section for interactions with plasma ions/electrons (p, ionization) and neutrals (o, chargeexchange). This type of calculation could also in principle be applied to ions on orbit that did not cross the LCFS but which scattered onto orbits that did, but this would be a more involved calculation. The probability that this exiting ion then has an interaction with a plasma ion or neutral or the chamber wall, while traversing an orbit in the SOL that eventually returns back across the LCFS into the confined plasma is R
ÞdlÞ, L 2 is the distance along the orbit in the SOL between exiting and returning across the LCFS into the confined plasma, and R SOL is defined the same as R but with SOL parameters and has a very large value where the orbit traverses through the chamber wall. Thus, for an ion with speed V 0 and direction cosine f 0 that satisfies Eq. (1) for the "launch" point w 0 on the inner flux surface and the point of exit w LCFS into the SOL, the total ion orbit loss probability is R iol
The methodology employed in Refs. 18-22 can be extended to calculate radially cumulative particle, momentum and energy ion orbit loss fractions of the outwardly flowing ions that include these ion orbit loss probabilitieŝ
For the purpose of numerical evaluation, the local plasma ion distribution function has been assumed to be a Maxwellian at the local ion temperature T i , leading to the reduced energy
ð Þ =kT, and the C in Eq. (2) refer to the gamma functions and incomplete gamma functions. An appropriate average, as discussed in Refs. 18 and 19, over the different poloidal "launch" and "exit" locations is implied in the above definitions of the hR iol loss V 0min f 0 ð Þ ; f 0 À Á i F;E;M . The thermal ion orbit losses (and the similarly calculated beam ion orbit losses) can be incorporated directly into the solution of the particle continuity and energy balance equations for the radial ion and energy fluxes
þ q e nbi f iol nbi þ q ie À n e n z hrti cx L z T e ð Þ;
where the carat indicates that the radial particle and heat fluxes are calculated including the effects of ion orbit loss (and return current) represented by (cumulative in radius) thermal ion particle and energy loss fractionsF orbi andÊ orbi and by the (local) fast beam ion loss fraction f iol nbi . The factor of 2 in the first of Eq. (3) arises from taking into account the inward main ion particle fluxes from the SOL which are necessary to maintain charge neutrality in the presence of the beam and thermal plasma ion orbit losses. 19 Using these radial particle and heat fluxes evaluated with the experimental density and temperature, the experimental thermal diffusivities interpreted from the measured data can be calculated from the heat conduction relation 
